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Globally start-ups, small and medium size business all encounter 
challenges when crossing the chasm of growth towards a sustainable 
future. Here at &More we want to ensure that future is not only 
sustainable but the beginning of a great success story. Our incubation 
services enhance any business through our networking, sales & lead 
generation, consulting, brand building & strategy, marketing & so 
much more! 
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Connecting YOU to the RIGHT customer! 

At &More we understand the challenges that businesses face when it 
comes to approaching and securing sales. A more direct and strategic 
approach creates great opportunity and a more successful sales process. 
We can help you! 

Our dedicated, commission only, Nomadic™ sales and lead generation 
teams will provide your company with the boost it needs. 

Breaking down the cost. 

Running a business can incur costs that eat away at your bottomline, 
however, &More prides itself in supporting company’s while not breaking 
the bank. We structure your investment in our services through 
engagement and understanding your needs. 

We aren’t a cost to you, we’re an investment in the future. 

Talking Strategy & Implementing It. 

An effective business succeeds when an effective strategy has been 
developed and is implemented correctly. &More provides all it’s clients 
with a turnkey solution to strategy development to allow for start-ups, 
small & medium size businesses to ‘Blue Sky’ their future while actively 
implementing change and innovation within your business.  

We don’t take over, WE EMPOWER.

Searching for the right partner. 

Whether you are establishing a new start-up or looking to expand your 
existing business, &More can provide you with all the various service 
providers, increase your business network and allow you the ability to 
focus on the core aspects of your business.  

We will incubate your business in areas that usually don’t get a lot of 
attention!
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We will set up a meeting with the 
various stakeholders and conduct 

our free assessment of your 
business. Once completed we will 
present you with a proposal and 
then the decision lies with you.

Once the proposal has been 
accepted we shall implement our 

various strategies and solutions for 
your business to ensure that we 
achieve a sustainable and secure 

future for your business.

We achieve results.  
We make deals. 

We change the future. 
We pioneer new frontiers for your 

business.  
We go above and beyond &MORE!


